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said the new democratic tradition had Khoso takes oath as caretaker PM
brightened the future of democracy in ISLAMABAD: President Asif Ali Zardari on 
Pakistan. He hoped that the caretaker Monday administered oath of office to 
government would ensure free and fair Justice (retd) Mir Hazar Khan Khoso as the 
general election.Caretaker Prime Minister in a ceremony held 

at the Aiwan-e-Sadr. Talk against army cannot be tolerated: 
CJ
ISLAMABAD: Chief Justice Ift ikhar 
Muhammad Chaudhry on Monday remarked 
that the court cannot tolerate any talk against 
the institution of the army, adding that the 
country could not be left at the mercy of 
terrorists.A three-member bench of the apex 
court, headed by Chief Justice Iftikhar 
Muhammad Chaudhry, was hearing a 
petition filed by Senator Ibrahim against the 
assigning of civil powers to the army in the 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

Pakistan Muslim League-N (PML-N), 
Pakistan Muslim League-Q (PML-Q), 
Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM), 
Jamaat-e-Islami (JI) and Pakistan Tehrik-e-
Insaf (PTI) did not attend the ceremony. 
However, former minister for railways Haji 
Ghulam Ahmad Bilour represented the 
Awami National Party (ANP) and Maulana 
Muhammad Khan Sherani represented the 
Jamiat Ulema Islam (JUI) while a large 
number of former PPP ministers, Speaker 
National Assembly Dr Fehmida Mirza, 
former prime ministers Raja Pervaiz Ashraf 

(Fata).At the inception of the hearing, and Syed Yousuf Raza Gilani attended the 
Ghulam Nabi Fani, the counsel for Senator ceremony.Justice (retd) Khoso is the sixth 
Ibrahim, termed several provisions of Fata caretaker Prime Minister of Pakistan, 
regulations to be in conflict with the law and followed by Ghulam Mustafa Khan Jatoi 
Constitution. He said that it was laid down in (August 6, 1990 to November 6, 1990), Mir 
the law of evidence that proceedings would Balakh Sher Mazari (April 18, 1993 to May 
be initiated against the accused under 26, 1993), Moin Qureshi (July 8, 1993 to 
evidence. On the other hand, statement of October 19, 1993), Malik Meraj Khalid 
army personnel had been declared evidence (October 6, 1996 to February 17, 1997) and 
in the Fata Regulation, he argued.One law is Muhammad Mian Soomro (November 16, 
in place in the country to deal with terrorism, 2007 to March 24, 2008).INP adds: 
but why cannot it be extended to Fata? he President Asif Ali Zardari said the formation 
argued.He said that Karachi was under the of caretaker government in the country 
occupation of the Muttahida Qaumi through const i tut ional  means had 
Movement and it could do there whatever it strengthened democracy. The president 
wanted. The army is conducting an congratulated the newly-selected caretaker 
operation in Balochistan and the army chief PM and assured him of his full cooperation 
cannot go to Karachi.during a meeting at the Presidency.Zardari 
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ISLAMABAD: Elections Commission of repeated in t imat ions,  the Elect ion Punjab parliamentary committee to 
Pakistan (ECP) has registered Pakistan Commission of Pakistan (ECP) remained 

reconvene People’s Party (PPP) with the name of Bilawal reluctant to issue instructions to returning 
LAHORE:  The Pun jab  Assembly ’s  Bhutto Zardari and allotted two swords as officers to provide copies of nomination 
parliamentary committee will reconvene to electoral symbol, Geo News reported on 
continue deliberations on the appointment of Tuesday.ECP turned down pleas of Ghanwa 
a caretaker chief minister.Earlier on Tuesday Bhut to  and Naheed Khan in  th is  
it was announced that the committee had regard.Naheed’s plea was dismissed over 

incomplete documents.The electoral symbol 
of ‘arrow’ had earlier been allotted to the PPP-
Parliamentarians.

National Party announces candidates in 
Balochistan
QUETTA: National Party (NP) has 
announced names of its candidates for 
general elections 2013 in Balochistan.Party 
sources confirmed here on Tuesday that the 
names of candidates who will contest 
elections for National Assembly seats in 
Balochistan have been finalized.They said 
that Haji Abdul Wahid Shahwani will contest papers and all annexed documents to the failed to a reach a consensus on the 

general public on demand under the appointment and the matter would be sent to 
law.Under the law, any voter can raise the Election Commission of Pakistan.Shortly 
objections on the candidature or eligibility of a f t e r  t h e  a n n o u n c e m e n t ,  P M L - N  
any candidate during the scrutiny process parliamentary committee member Rana 
and for this purpose, the Section 12(8) of the Sanaullah telephoned opposition members 
Representation of People Act, 1976 (RPA) Chaudhry Zaheer and Shaukhat Basra and 
provides that returning officers will provide not asked them to once again take part in 
only the copy of nomination papers but also of deliberations.The parliamentary committee 
all the annexed documents, including all comprised of six members, three each from 
declarations, etc, to any citizen who applies the government and opposition. The PML-N 
for it.Local people, lawyers and civil society was represented by Rana Sanaullah, Mujtaba 
activists in all the cities of Pakistan on Monday Shaujar Rehman and Iqbal Chunnar, while 
tried to obtain nomination papers by applying the opposition PPP and PML-Q was 
through proper channels to observe the represented nu Shaukat Basra, Zulfiqar elections for the National Assembly seat in 
transparency and implementation of law but Gondal and Chaudhry Zaheer.Nominees for NA-260 Quetta-Chagai, Abdul Karim Khetran 
in 99 percent cases, returning officers or their the caretaker CM Punjab post include Justice in NA-263 Loralai-Musakhel, Barkhan, Dr. 
staff flatly refused to provide copies of (retd) Amir Raza Khan and former bureaucrat Abdul Hayee Baloch in NA-266 Nasirabad-
required documents.If a citizen is not Khuwaja Zaheer proposed by the PML-N, Jaffarabad, Sardar Kamal Khan Bangulzai in 
provided with the copies of nomination papers while the opposition suggested names of NA-268 Kalat-Mastung, Rajab Ali Rind in NA-
and all annexed documents, he will be unable senior journalist Najam Sethi and Justice 270 Awaran-Lasbela, Abdul Khaliq Baloch in 
to raise valid objections on any false (retd) Zahid Hussain. NA-271 Kharan-Washak-Panjgur, Abdul 
statement or wrongdoing of any candidate Sattar Bangulzai in NA-267 Bolan-Kachhi-PPP registered with name of Bilawal 
during the scrutiny process.When the Jhal Magsi and Sardar Aslam Bizenjo in NA-

Bhutto Zardari concerned Section of the RPA, 1976 was 269 Khuzdar.They further said that central 
quoted before the returning officers, they leadership of the NP has been holding talks 
simply refused to acknowledge it by declaring with the leadership of Balochistan National 
that they have no permission from the ECP to Party-Mengal (BNP-M) for seat adjustment.
issue copies of nomination papers and other ECP refuses to give people copies of 
documents to ordinary citizens and thus these 

nomination forms were secret documents.
ISLAMABAD: Serious doubts have been Nawaz asks people to beware of 
raised on the transparency of the election 

‘jugglers’process at the initial stage as the returning 
Donning a turban offered to him by the local officers across the country refused to provide 
leaders, Nawaz urged the nation to vote his copies of the nomination papers and annexed 
party to power if they wanted an economic declarations to citizens, lawyers and civil 
revolution in the country and end to society activists on Monday. Despite 
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loadshedding.“End to the ongoing energy of a ‘Naya Pakistan’. On both occasions, council levels should specially focus on 
crisis is my top priority; we will try to meet the Imran Khan displayed vision of a statesman mobilizing masses in rural areas to vote for 
electricity needs for the next 50 years,” he told and a national leader.Those PTI opponents ‘change’ on May 11.
a public gathering at Thakra Stadium.Nawaz who tried to attribute the party’s successful Kerry and Karzai strike upbeat note in 
said last time they had conducted nuclear October 30, 2011, Minar-e- Pakistan rally to 

Kabulexplosions and now they will carry out ISI’s covert funding and support would be 
KABUL: US Secretary of State John Kerry economic explosions.“Also, I say it for the shell shocked after the even larger March 23 
held a second round of talks with Afghan people of Karachi, Sindh, Hyderabad, turnout at the same venue. Like October 30 
President Hamid Karzai in Kabul on Tuesday Southern Punjab and Lahore that I will extend they came by the lakhs, including men and 
after the two put on a public show of unity in a motorway up to Karachi to bring the people of women, from all segments of society, some 

even on wheel chairs with youth and middle 
aged dominating the show.They came not 
under any duress or coercion but by the force 
of their commitment to change Pakistan’s 
destiny and to realize Iqbal and Jinnah’s 
dream of a truly democratic, progressive and 
modern Islamic welfare state. It was a 
charged and emotional crowd that braved the 
tsunami that nature unleashed from the skies 
and responded vociferously to the vows and 
promises of their genuinely elected party 
leader.There were some moving sights, too. A 
few ‘special’ teenagers waved PTI flags as if 
to thank Imran Khan for caring about the 
handicapped / disabled in PTI’s latest policy 
on special persons. A middle aged PTI 
supporter with crutches and his right leg in 

these areas and the rest of the country 
bid to repair damaged ties.Kerry visited closer,” he said.Nawaz said he became prime 
Afghanistan just after the United States ceded minister twice but was removed from power 
to a key long-standing demand of Karzai by after two years of rule each time. He said one 
delivering full control of Bagram prison, north of his priorities, if voted to power, would be to 
of Kabul, to Afghan forces.Karzai had turned resolve the issue of terrorism.He also 
the fate of Bagram and its hundreds of criticized former military dictator Pervez 
detainees into a rallying cry for his push to Musharraf and President Asif Ali Zardari, 
take back sovereignty as the bulk of US-led saying that corruption increased during the 
combat troops prepare to leave by the end of tenure of Zardari.“Pervez Musharraf, who 
next year after more than a decade of war.The plunged the country into energy crisis, is once 
militant threat facing Afghanistan was on again in the country, but people would not let 
Tuesday again underlined when seven him deceive them this time,” he added.The 
suicide bombers targeted a police base in the PML-N chief said provincial status to Hazara 
eastern city of Jalalabad.All the attackers and division and establishment of an airport in 
five officers died in the assault, for which the Mansehra were also among his priorities.
Taliban claimed responsibility.After a series of 

March 23 — Can Imran Khan break the fiery anti-US outbursts from Karzai in recent splints was seen pleading police officers to let 
weeks, both he and Kerry were keen to make status quo? him climb the staircase to have a glimpse of 
a public display of friendship and stress that It was a perfect Minar-e-Pakistan setting on his leader on the stage.For Imran Khan, the 
relations were back on track."Today was a the historic March 23 Pakistan Day to formally timing of party’s turnaround may be just ideal. 
good day for Afghanistan. Bagram prison was launch the reenergized Pakistan Tehreek-e- But he and his party will, henceforth, be under 
handed over to the Afghan government... Insaf (PTI) with true democratic credentials. It close scrutiny by the still undecided millions 
Finally after many years of effort we have was a new look PTI that beamed with greater observing PTI’s actions from the sidelines. If 
reached a deal," Karzai told reporters at a unity, confidence and pride, having emerged PTI deviates from its declared path its 
joint press conference late Monday.Kerry from the recently hard fought and bitterly credibility as mature political party will be at 
said: "The US is committed to an enduring contested intra-party elections.If October 30 stake.With few weeks left for polls, the PTI 
partnership... The US supports a strong and was the harbinger of change in Pakistan’s needs to consolidate its achieved political 
united Afghanistan."We are committed to politics, March 23 presented Imran Khan led space and translate its rising popularity graph 
Afghanistan's sovereignty and we will not let PTI as the country’s new political force. While into sound electoral gains at the ballot box. 
Al-Qaeda or the Taliban shake this October 30 kindled the candle of hope for The party’s organizational structure with 
commitment.”Pakistan’s future, March 23 lighted the flame 80,000 office bearers down to tehsil/ union 
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Threads and Motifs 
is considered to be most popular and 
renowned fashion brand in Pakistani fashion 
industry. It is getting very popular and 
demanding among Pakistani women and 
girls.
The main product lines of Threads and 
Motifs are casual wear, formal wear, semi-
formal wear, party wear, bridal wear. The 
spring collection 2013 is extremely beautiful 
and elegant, includes beautiful and stunning 
embroidered dresses. 
The embroideries done on these dresses are 
very intricate yet durable. Unlike other 
embroidered dresses brands, the threads of 
embroideries will never cut loose in their 
outfits. Their colors are vibrant as well as soft 
to match the needs of all types of customers 
present worldwide.

Moreover, women and young girls can wear 
these spring dresses on their functions, 
parties and wedding functions. All the shirts 
are adorned with beautiful embroidery work. 
Women can wear these shirts with trousers 
and churidar pajamas.
Let’s give a look at the latest and exclusive 
spring collection 2013 by Threads and 
Motifs.

Nimsay 
is an aspiring name in the fashion 
industry of Pakistan, working under the 
label of Nimra Textiles. Nimsay has 
always launched their latest Verve, 
Cuddles, Embroidered Classic and 
Parsa collection according to any 
season.Nimsay has recently launched 
latest Embroidered Classic Lawn Prints 
2013. The Embroidered Lawn comes 
with a certain look that makes you 
colourful while Nimsay embroidered 
lawn has embroidery designs on 
sleeves, neck 
a n d  b a c k .  
N i m s a y  
e m b r o i d e r e d  
c o l l e c t i o n  
consists of long 
shirts and frocks 
with churidar 
pajams in pure 
c h i f f o n  a n d  
cotton fabric. 
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extract to add softness and elasticity. Process: How to Enhance Your Hair Color
Ÿ Attention blonde bombshell brides: Take 1. Put the curd in a bowl.You'll want your hair to look its absolute best 

the“Goldilocks” look to new heights! Johns 2. Then add gram flour and make a pasteon the big day — including its shade. Here's 
says to steer clear of ashy or frosty blonde 3. Take some mashed neem leaves/neem our primer on how to lighten, brighten and 
shades, and go for golden or baby blonde powder, and make a mixture of all three boost your hue.Whether hair is chocolate-
tones—warmth and richness is key for the ingredients.brown or vixenish jet-black, a must-have for 
big day. 4. Use this mixture on the clean face for 10-15 the sultry brunette bride is a glossy, polished 

Ÿ Oribe Gold Pomade, dub bed "makeup for minutes (till dry) and wash off with cold water. 
the hair," contains crushed gold minerals, The yogurt keeps the skin soft and 
which provide a metallic, golden shine. moisturizes it and the neem leaves help in 

Ÿ For a last-minute boost, try Sheer Blonde providing a glowing skin. Neem used in the 
Go Blonder by John Frieda, which face packs acts as an antiseptic as well. It also 
gradually lightens blonde tones to achieve helps soothe eruptions and boils or acne if 
that sun-kissed look. any. It is great natural agent and is known to 

For the DIY bride, reach for L’Oréal provide clear skin from a long time in the past.
Preference Les Blondissimes which imparts a 2. Almond honey and saffron face pack:
gorgeous golden color while also nourishing Ingredients: 4/5 almonds soaked in 
the hair. w a t e r / m i l k  

o v e r n i g h t ,  1  
t e a s p o o n  o f  3 Effective Homemade Face Packs For 
h o n e y,  s o m e  

Clear Skin strands of saffron 
Having clear and beautiful skin is every s o a k e d  i n  2  
woman’s dream but with today’s busy tablespoon warm 
schedules, polluted environment and harsh milk, 1 teaspoon 
rays of the sun it becomes very hard to lemon juice.
maintain a healthy and clear skin. Pimples, Process:finish for the perfect big-day look. 
blemishes, spots, tanning and other factors 1 .  Ta k e  t h e  Ÿ For the brown-haired bride with not-so-
stop us from having that clear flawless skin we soaked almonds secret shades of gray, a last-minute 
always have looked forward to. With the and grind them emergency quick fix is in order — Paul 
growth of the skincare industry this problem into a paste.Cucinello, Creative Director at the Chris 
can be taken care of but there are lots of other 2. Add the saffron infused milk to this paste Chase Salon in New York City suggests 
easy ways to achieve a clear and glowing skin and also add the honey and the lemon juice.Clairol Root Touch-Up.

3. Make a smooth paste and apply on the skin Ÿ For brilliant brunettes with rich chocolate-
evenly, keep it on for 10-15 minutes.brown locks, amp up your luster level with 
4. Once dry, wash off with cotton pads soaked Oscar Blandi At Home Salon Glaze; mix 
in milk or cold water. This pack gives a daily with conditioner. 
glowing effect. The saffron helps to lighten Ÿ U Color by Umberto is ideal for the single-
skin tone and reduce appearance of spots, process brunette—think Kim Kardashian. 
honey tightens the skin; almond along with It contains a gloss that provides even 
the lemon removes the dead skin and this coverage and shine.
makes the skin clear and glowing.Ÿ Our experts agree that choosing natural 
3. Banana and yogurt face pack:reds with golden or copper undertones is 
Ingredients:1 ripe banana-peeled and superior to synthetic-looking, cooler 
mashed,yogurt 1tablespoon,honey 1 cherry tones for your wedding.
teaspoon, lemon juice 1 teaspoonŸ Cucinello loves the deep color you get with 
Process:Couture Colour Luxeblend Crème in 
1. In a bowl add the mashed banana and Auburn.
yogurt.Ÿ Remember, ladies: over-processed hair 
2. Later add the honey and lemon juice and can cause textural damage, so using the 
mix all into a smooth paste.right conditioning product is key to 
3. Use this face pack on the face and the neck maintaining healthy-looking hair — try too. Here are some homemade face packs and leave it on till its dry and rinse off.Kérastase Chroma Riche Masque. which can be made easily to get flawless skin 4. Lemon is a natural bleaching agent and will Ÿ For after-color care, Brad Johns, Color in the natural way. help to give you a glowing clear skin. Banana Director of the Salon and Spa at Saks Fifth 1. Neem, gram flour and curd face pack: is great for glowing skin too.Avenue swears by LOVE Lovely. Ingredients: Some neem leaves/neem 5. The skin of a banana is great for whitening Ÿ o Conditioner by Davines, which has powder, 1 tablespoon of gram flour and 1 teeth too.natural ingredients like prickly pear and fig teaspoon of curd.
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We are  in  the  m idd le  o f  G loba l  disrupt your fluid balance, changing your daily How to Boost Mood and Metabolism
warming……The World is discussing how to water needs, not to mention increasing health What you eat can have an effect on your 
reduce the GreenHouse gases and save risks like high blood pressure.mood and metabolism. Discover what you 
ourselves! Be sure u know Greenhouse 4. Strive for Balance in the Food You Eatshould eat to boost your energy and spirits.By 
gases & Greenhouse effect thoroughly before Properly combine protein, carbohydrates, making a few simple adjustments to your diet, 
debating against Global warming// and fat to achieve a balanced energy intake. 

In general, a healthy diet includes a mix of GREENHOUSE EFFECT
whole grains, fruits and vegetables, and some The greenhouse effect is a process by which 
protein, but each person has individual needs thermal radiation from a planetary surface is 
based on age, sex, physical activity level, absorbed by atmospheric greenhouse 
body size, and stress factors. To determine gases**, and is re-radiated in all directions. 
the best foods for you, consult a nutritionist Since part of this re-radiation is back towards 
who can help you find the right balance.the surface and the lower atmosphere, it 
5. Get a Boost from “Good Mood” Foodresults in an elevation of the average surface 
While research about the mood- and temperature above what it would be in the 
metabolism-boosting qualities of certain absence of the gases.Solar radiation at the 
foods is mixed, foods high in the amino acid frequencies of visible light largely passes 
tryptophan have been found to increase through the atmosphere to warm the 
serotonin levels in the brain, contributing to planetary surface, which then emits this 
feelings of optimism and calm. Add some energy at the lower frequencies of infrared 
bananas, avocados, dried apricots, walnuts, thermal radiation. Infrared radiation is 
sunflower seeds, or pumpkin seeds for some absorbed by greenhouse gases, which in turn 
extra tryptophan. Polyunsaturated omega-3 re-radiate much of the energy to the surface 
fats help elevate mood and reduce anxiety and lower atmosphere. The mechanism is 
and depression. Look for omega-3-rich fish, 
like salmon and mackerel; walnuts and 
pumpkin seeds are also sources of these you can elevate your mood and boost your 
healthy fatty acids.metabolism. The benefits are potentially 
6. Keep a Food Diaryhuge: Maintaining a good mood will help you 
Some foods can have the opposite effect of stick to a healthy diet, be more productive, 
tryptophan and instead trigger negative and increase your self-esteem.Metabolism is 
changes in mood and cause irritability or the process your body uses to break down 
headaches. If you think a particular food might food. “Ensuring your metabolism is working 
be affecting your mood, start a food diary. most effectively will help you feel your best 

and energized to get the most out of life,” 
explains Nicole Berkowitz, RD, a nutrition 
consultant in Toronto, Canada.Here are six 
simple tips to help you optimize your diet to 
boost mood and metabolism.
1. Resist Skipping Meals
Skipping or missing a meal can cause a dip in 
your blood sugar, leading to crankiness and 
lethargy. Maintain your blood sugar levels, 
and your energy, by eating small amounts of 
food throughout the day. You might even named after the effect of solar radiation 
prefer eating six smaller meals rather than passing through glass and warming a 
three large ones.greenhouse.Earth’s natural greenhouse 
2. Stay Hydratedeffect makes life as we know it possible. 
Dehydration can also make you feel sluggish However, human activities, primarily the 
and lethargic. Be sure to drink throughout the burning of fossil fuels and clearing of forests, 
day, and don’t rely on thirst alone to remind have intensified the natural greenhouse 
you to have another glass of water. Some e ffec t ,  caus ing  g loba l  warming. [A Record all the foods you eat each day and 
experts say the average person needs about greenhouse gas (GHG) is a gas in an how you feel before and after every meal. 
eight glasses of water, and that may be hard atmosphere that absorbs and emits radiation After two weeks, review your entries to see if 
to drink without reminders.within the thermal infrared range. This any foods line up with specific moods, either 
3. Think Moderation, Especially for Low-process is the fundamental cause of the good or bad.
Nutrient Foodsgreenhouse effect. The primary greenhouse In addition to following a healthy diet, regular 
Avoid a lot of caffeine, refined carbohydrates gases in the Earth's atmosphere are water exercise will keep your body working most 
(sugar), alcohol, salt, and other food vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous effectively and will augment both your mood 
additives. Any of these, especially in large oxide, and ozone.In the Solar System, the and metabolism. The key message here is 
amounts, can decrease your metabolic atmospheres of Venus, Mars, and Titan also balance. A variety of healthy foods with a dose 
efficiency. “Eating large quantities of contain gases that cause greenhouse effects. of exercise will help you maintain your energy, 
carbohydrates tends to cause an energy rush Greenhouse gases greatly affect the speed up your metabolism, and boost your 
and then a big crash, which can lead to temperature of the Earth.] mood.
crankiness and fatigue. Excess salt can 



Go Goa Gone
 April 5,2013
Saif Ali Khan, Kunal 
Khemu, Vir Das

ChasmeBaddoor
April 5,2013
Ali Zafar, Tapsee Pannu, 
Siddharth

April 5,2013
N e i l  N i t i n  M u k e s h ,  
Ameesha Patel, Puja 
Gupta

Shortcut Romeo 

In The Cimena

John Dies at the End
Wednenday: 
9.30

FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 3:50, 9:45

JACK THE GIANT SLAYER
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

DEAD MAN DOWN
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:55, 4:35, 7:20

Cineplex Montreal

Jolly LLB

Upcoming Movies Movie Review

Jolly LLB is an Bollywood courtroom 
comedy drama film directed by Subhash 
Kapoor. The film features Arshad Warsi, 
Amrita Raoand Boman Irani in lead roles. 
The theatrical trailer was revealed on 8 
January 2013.[1] The film released on 15 
March 2013, to positive response from 
critics, with a good opening at the box 
office.Advocate Jagdish Tyagi, who goes 
by the nickname of Jolly, is a law graduate 
with frustrated ambitions, unhappy with his 
life in Meerut, a small town in North India.

with Sonali Bendre and Anurag Basu.Vivek Oberoi: Don't like personal news 
about myself or anyone else
Vivek Oberoi says media should be cautious and Vidya Balan's Ghanchakkar fashion 
report more about an actor's films rather than his puts designer in dilemma
personal life.When asked what kind of entertainment Vidya Balan plays a Punjabi housewife Nitu 
news does he prefer to watch as an actor, Vivek said, Bhatia in Ghanchakkar.Actress Vidya Balan, 

who is playing a Punjabi housewife in her 
next film Ghanchakkar, says her fashion 

"News that is related to our work and news that is not 
related to our personal lives because I feel there is a 

sense in the romantic comedy is bizarre, and line. The relationship between media and actors is 
that her designer had a tough time trying to such that many times the line is crossed, spoiling the 
put together the look. (Pics: Meet Mr and Mrs friendship."The 36-year-old was speaking on 
Ghanchakkar )"I had great fun playing Nitu Sunday at the Miss India 2013 grand finale, where 
Bhatia in Ghanchakkar. She's the hatti-katti Navneet Kaur Dhillon was crowned the winner. He 
(hefty) Punjabi housewife, who we all know, was promoting his film Grand Masti at the event."So I 
somehow! She is the cats' whiskers, when it 

think we (media and celebrities) are interdependent - 
comes to fashion," Vidya Balan said. 

we depend on each other. So we should take care of Describing the part further, she said: "She's 
it. I don't like any personal news, not just about the sort of woman who goes for a walk one 
myself but also about anyone else. We like to have a day and feels if you've exercised, there's no 
certain amount of privacy," added the actor, who will harm eating one samosa. Subarna Rai 
be seen in Hrithik Roshan starrerKrrish 3.Vivek was Chaudhari went mad trying to put together 
last seen in Zila Ghaziabad and is currently judging the look. What she wears is almost 

outlandish.children's reality show India's Best Dramebaaz along 

Dil-e-Muztar directed by Shehzad 
Kashmir with starcast Sanam Jhung, 
Imran Abbas, Sarwat Gilani, Humayun 
Saeed, Saba Hameed, Shakeel Ahmed, 
ismat Zaidi etc.
 “Dil e Maztar” is a story about Adeel who 

refuses to marry Silla as he suffers from 
inferiority complex. Adeel lives with his 
mother Zehra in Silla’s house. Silla runs 
away from home after Adeel refuses to 
marry her, and Adeel is held responsible.  
Adeel finds Silla and after the death of his 
mother, gets married to Silla and moves 
abroad. Initially, he has a very harsh 
behaviour towards her but eventually 
Adeel falls in love with Silla. When Adeel 
becomes jobless, Silla starts working with 
Ahmer. Silla’s job creates problems in their 
marriage.

Drama Review
Dil-e-Muztar

Timing: Saturday at 08:00 pm
Channel: Hum Tv
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inKrrish 3. In fact, Vikas Bahl too apparently choice to endorse our products. The goodwill Priyanka Chopra's brief for Babli 
told her he wouldn't be making Queens if she and reputation he has built over the last three 

Badmaash: "No skin show" decades compliments our own," said Shalin 
Music director Anu Malik, who gave the music Desai, group product manager, Parle 
for Priyanka Chopra's first item number Babli Products.The cookies will be available in four 
Badmaash in Shootout in Wadala, says the variants - butter, cashew butter, chocolate 
actress did not want vulgar words or skin chip and chocolate and nut.
show in the song."I believe they made a lot of 
songs that didn't click with Priyanka. Those 

Emraan Hashmi: 34 years of kissing and songs were made by various composers and 
were rejected by Priyanka. Her brief was that more!

The Serial Kisser. When he stepped into the 
film industry with an unimpressive debut in 
Vikram Bhatt’s ‘Footpath’, little did he know 
that he would soon be the proud owner of this 
tag. Thanks to his association with films high 

didn't green-light the project.The actress 
wonders aloud, "Paisa to sab hi bana lete hai, 
respect kitne log banate hai? I enjoy that I am 
getting due credit for my films.

Amitabh Bachchan's new fortune 
cookies
Amitabh Bachchan shooting for the cookie 

she doesn't want any vulgar words and or brand.Expanding his presence in the ad 
skin-show," Malik told PTI.The musician was space, megastar Amitabh Bachchan has 
not the first choice for the music in Sanjay signed on as the brand ambassador of biscuit 
Gupta directed film. Gupta initially called him company. The actor is thrilled."I am thrilled to 
to do only one song but he ended up doing begin a new journey with Parle's Gold Star 
three songs including the item number.On cookies and take the brand legacy ahead," 

on the erotica and oomph factor, ample how the concept of Babli Badmaash came Amitabh Bachchan said in a statement.An 
kissing and bedroom scenes, Emraan about, Malik said, "We were sitting in Sanjay 
Hashmi soon began being addressed by the Gupta's office with lyrics writer Kumar. 
epithet ‘The Serial Kisser’. Hashmi broke into Suddenly I had a vision of Priyanka in front of 
commercial success with the hit ‘Murder’ in me. She is really bubbly. So I used the word 
2004. The romantic thriller catapulted Babli.
Emraan to the league of some of the 
successful actors in the industry, and over the Kangana Ranaut: Relationships are 
years, the actor has been able to take himself 

boring and his acting higher up the performance 
Kangana Ranaut, who is turned 26 this year, ladder. 
feels that while she didn't have a single 
release last year, 2013 will prove to be lucky 
for her.Kangana says, "I have not had a single 
release last year but this year till my next 
birthday I will be having six films including 

extensive marketing campaign is being Sanjay Gupta's film, Sai Kabir's next, 
planned with Big B for the recently launched Queens, my film with Sunny Deol and Hrithik 
cookies, which are the company's latest Roshan's superhero next Krrish 3."The 
offering in the premium cookie category."It actress feels that while several other 
gives me an immense pleasure to be Bollywood actresses today are replaceable, 
associated with the most iconic biscuit she has already created her niche in the 
company of India, Parle Products. From last industry. "I feel I'm in a very comfortable zone 
70 years, we all have grown up eating Parle's right now. It feels nice when I get so much 
biscuits and it has always been the most loved respect contrary to the other actresses who 
brand in the country amongst all age groups," can be swapped any time."Kangana gushes 
added the 70-year-old."He (Amitabh) about when Rakesh Roshan told her he 
embodies an exemplary blend of both style envisioned her alone for the action role 
and performance, making him the ideal 
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Bio: Adnan Sami Khan , is a British-born the piano at a TV program in 
singer, musician, pianist, actor and composer Stockholm, was noticed by the 
of Pakistan origin with a command on Indian famous U.S. based Keyboard 
and Western Classical/ Semi-Classical notes, Magazine as being the ‘Fastest man 
Jazz, Rock & Pop music. Adnan Sami doesn't on Keyboard in the World’ & the 
sing; he lives a song. Such joyful exuberance ‘Keyboard Discovery of  the 
in every rendition can only come from a Nineties’. At the age of sixteen, Sami 
virtuous love for music. was approached to write a song for 
Born in 1969 in London, England, to a famine-hit Ethiopia for which he won a special 
Pakistani Pathan father , Arshad Sami Khan award from UNICEF. 
(Pakistani diplomat), and an Indian mother He graduated from King's College, University 
,Naureen Khan. Sami was brought up as an of London and became the first person to play 
aristocrat and educated in the United Indian classical music on the electric piano.
Kingdom. Sami is a Canadian citizen of Career: Adnan’s first single was released in 
Pakistani and Indian ancestry and currently 1986 with an English smash hit single in the 
works and lives in Mumbai, India. Middle East which went straight to No.1 
Early life & Education: He had played the position in its first week entry onto the music 
piano since the age of five and composed his charts of the region with a song he wrote & 
first piece of music when he was nine years recorded in his voice for the United Nations & 
old. Sami began taking lessons from Pandit UNICEF called “Run for his life.His first formal 
Shivkumar Sharma when visiting India  during album was an Indian classical album on the 
his school vacations. Indian singing legend piano accompanied by tabla maestro Ustad no Pakistani artist has ever managed to gain 
Asha Bhosle spotted talent in a ten-year-old Zakir Hussain in 1989 called “The One & as much popularity in India as Adnan has. 
Sami at an R.D. Burman concert in London Only”. He had his first vocal solo album “Raag According to an article in the Indian 

newspaper The Times of India, Adnan is the 
most successful face in non-film music in 
India. 
Doing a lot of playback singing,does not take 
Adnan’s creative energy away from making 
his own music. While talking to Time Out 
Adnan said:
Personal life: In June 2006, the singer, 
known for numbers like "Kabhi toh nazar 
milao", Lift kara de" and "Tera chehra",  was 
weighing 230 Kg and by diet, exercise and 

and encouraged him to take up music as a Time” in 1991 and by then his career remain will-power, Adnan lost 155 Kg weight in 16 
career. rocked followed by number of music volumes. months and says he feels reborn.
As a teenager, Adnan, when performing on According to the Pakistani newspaper Dawn, 

Sync-Rendezvous

“working With Other Composers Is A Wonderful 
Learning Experience And It Is Important To Keep Learning. 
I Have My Own Style And Approach To Music As A Composer.”
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"It's really a new lease of life because I feel Ÿ In 2008 he also won "Best International Speaking on the album Sami stated, "It's been 
like a re-born person physically. My life had Act" at the UK Asian Music Awards. a long time since my fans have heard 
come to a standstill because of the enormous Ÿ In 2010, Adnan received the prestigious something new and exciting from me and I 
weight that I gathered. Now that I have lost “Lifetime Achievement Award” from the sincerely hope that their wait has been worth 
155 kgs, I feel feather weight. Prime Minister of Pakistan at a ceremony it. This album has been made with a lot of 

love....
Adnan admits that having the ability to make 
people smile through his music, is what 
makes him really happy.“God has blessed me 
with the in-born talent for which I pour my 
heart out in the form of music. I can never stop 
thanking God because my music influences 
people in their respective lives,” he added. “If 
my life and music brings a smile or makes a 

Singer-composer Adnan Sami, who has by Pakistan Television. difference in any individual’s life, then that is 
witnessed ups and downs in his life, has Ÿ In 2011, Adnan was bestowed with a very nothing more to me than a gift from God.”
started penning notes about his life. "If I have distinguished honor, the “Glory Of India” 
to make a film about my life so far, then it will Award, by the Government of India.
be a full-of-masala (spice) flick, I know that! Ÿ In 2013, Adnan was honored 
My independent albums are biographical in with the international
any case. But penning it down is something I 
have already started," Adnan told IANS."I'm 
writing my notes because there are so many 
incidents which I don't want to forget, and I 
have started to make my notes - maybe one 
day who knows a biopic might come.”

Awards: Adnan has won many international 
awards, including the Nigar Award, 
the Bolan Academy A w a r d ,  
and the Graduate Award. 
Ÿ In 2001, he w a s  

awarded the Breakthr
ough Artist o f  t h e  
Y e a r  b y  MTV. 

Ÿ In 2008, he w a s  
present e d  t h e  

“ N a u s h a d  
M u s i c  

Award” by 
A n d h r a  

P r a d
e s h  
D e p
artm
e n t  

ADNAN SAMI is coming to Ottawa on March o f  brand laureate brand personality award by 
28, 2013 to give one amazing live concert at Cult President of The Brand Laureate Dr KK Johan 
The Bronson Center and later on at live ure, in Kuala Lampur, Malaysia.
concerts in Seattle, WA March 29, Hoffman i n  Ÿ On March 21, Adnan Sami has been 
Estates, IL March 30 and  Lowell, MA March Hyd honored with an Award of Recognition in 
31.He has tweeted for the tour to USA and e r a Canada by the speaker at the Legislature 
Canada, saying “USA & CANADA…I’M bad. at Queen’s Park, the Ontario Parliament, 
COMING TO ROCK YOU”.Canada. 

He feels “blessed”.“I bow my head in humility 
for receiving this honor from such an 
esteemed house” Adnan said in a statement.
Latest Album: Adnan Sami ,the man who gave 
Indi-pop a rich flavor long with composing 
several hit numbers is back after a 5 year 
hiatus with his brand new studio album 'Press 
Play'.  All the songs on this album retain 
Adnan's unmistakable proficiency in 
achieving the perfect blend of lyrics and 
melody.

I Bow My Head In Humility For Receiving
This Honor From Such An Esteemed House

“It's been a long time since my fans 
have heard something new and 
exciting from me and I sincerely 
hope that their wait has been 
worth it. This album has been 
made with a lot of love...”

Sync-Rendezvous
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Sync-Papparazzi
On Sunday March 24th, 2013, the organizers the doors were scheduled to open at 11am. decorators who were overjoyed at the 
of the Montreal Shaadi Show hosted the first  The excitement reached a feverish pitch as response from the attendees. 
ever Wedding Show in Montreal dedicated to the first fashion show began at 2.00 pm. Top Other vendors were happy to personally 
the South Asian Community, which consists of fashion houses showcased their work- interact with brides and grooms who were 
nationalities from 7 countries. designs and colors that came together in a there to make their final bookings at the show. 
The Shaadi show showcased the best of melange of high style and glamour. To change Guests knew that they will have access to the 
Bridal gowns, Henna artists, Bollywood the pace of the show Dance performances most elite vendors in the South Asian wedding 
dancers.From beaming vendors to beautiful were introduced as the opening of the show. business. Also the staff and team at Shaadi 
20 somethings swooning over the latest in  Meanwhile guests mingled with various Show treated their clients with a lot of care-
bridal fashion on display, the Crown Plaza vendors who helped them make an educated that made a huge difference and people 
was brimming with excitement and energy. and informed choice of what they would need recommended the show to their friends and 
Long lines of expectant brides, their to plan their perfect wedding. From sound family. 
supportive grooms, parents and friends of system professionals to beauty and make-up 
brides were seen as early as 10:30 even while experts and from cake and dessert artistes to 
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DiscographyDiscography Of ADNAN SAMIOf ADNAN SAMI

Famous Playback Tracks



Orchard Elementary School, 400 80e Ave., Parent-child programs help strengthen 
Lasalle. 

family ties The Little Learners program is appropriate 
A non-profit organization in Montreal for children ages 2 to 5 and focuses on 
reaches out to families with three educational games, arts and crafts as well as 
inexpensive courses physical activity, all geared towards preparing 
Parenting is a tough but rewarding job and one children for school. Parents can stay for the 
that shouldn’t be carried out alone. Support, class or drop off their child. The program runs 
whether from family members, educators, from September to June. Classes will take 
community workers or others, is the key to 
ensuring a strong bond between parents and 
their children. One place families can turn to is 
CCS Community Services, which offers three 
programs designed to help parents be more 
successful in raising their kids as well as 
making sure children get the best start in life. 
The programs are low-cost and are offered in 

Perfect,” a parent-education program by 
Health Canada. Parents meet once a week to 
discuss issues such as finding time for 
themselves, coping with stress, baby safety 
and much more. Participants are encouraged 
to share their experiences and to build 
networks with other parents. The cost is $10 
for an 11-week session. There will be two 
sessions, one from September to December 
and the other from March to May. Both will place Mondays and Wednesdays from 9 a.m. 
take place at the Marcel Giroux Community to noon and Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
Centre, 4501 Bannantyne St., Verdun. 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. as well as on Thursday 
The Early Head Start program is for parents afternoons from 1:15 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the 
and children up to the age of 5 who participate Marcel Giroux Community Centre, 4501 
in activities such as arts and crafts, exercises Bannantyne St., Verdun.
and reading. The program, which will run from Fees vary depending on the number of 
September through June, is free and helps classes taken, but all participants must pay a 
prepare kids for school while encouraging English. registration fee of $40 with an Access Verdun 
parent-child activities and socializing among The Baby Talk program welcomes expectant card (available free to any resident of Montreal 
the adults. It will be held every Tuesday and parents and those with children ages newborn by visiting the Marcel Giroux Community 
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at to 1-year-old. It’s based on “Nobody’s Centre) or $45 without the card.
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international tax cheats
Ÿ CIDA wrapped into renamed Foreign 

Affairs, Trade and Development
Ÿ Gas tax fund for cities to increase two per 

cent each yearWhat are the highlights of Federal 
Ÿ Tariffs eliminated for most imported sports Budget 2013

goods, kids’ clothing
 900 million in new spending, no new taxes or Ÿ For small business, extension of EI credit 
tax cuts for new hires
Ÿ $400 million in revenue from closed tax Ÿ $119 million over five years to transition 

loopholes and enforcement homeless off the streets
Ÿ Deficit grows to $18.7 billion – up $2.2 Ÿ "Super" tax credit to encourage young 

billion from November update Canadians to donate
Ÿ Creation of a new Canada Job Grant next Ÿ Expanded tax credit for adoption-related 

year to train workers expenses
Ÿ New 10-year, $14.4 billion infrastructure Ÿ $8 million to refurbish Toronto's Massey 

fund starting in 2014 Hall concert venue
Ÿ $241 million over five years for First Ÿ Sick leave on the table in public sector 

Nations skills training labour talks
Ÿ $1 billion over 5 years for aerospace Ÿ Refund for veterans’ funerals and burials 

industry and research doubled to $7,376.
Ÿ Snitch line and rewards to catch 

Ask ProfessionalAsk Professional
Siddique Katiya, the name does not 
require any further introduction, one of the 
most  valuable professional  and 
community worker in South Asian 
community with years of experience in 
civil service. community organizations 
and cultural issues.  He has always been 
there for the community when community 
n e e d s  h i m .  
P r o f e s s i o n a l  
b a c k g r o u n d  i n  
A c c o u n t i n g a n d  
Taxation laws with 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e  
knowledge of federal, 
provincial and city 
compliance and legal 
matters , and when it 
comes to religion his knowledge surpass 
most scholars, he has always been a true 
guide for the community.
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca
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Lemon water is used in dental care also. If Benefits of Drinking Carrot JuiceCarrot juice Health Benefits Of Lemon
resh lemon juice is applied on the areas of has some awesome benefits. From what I am Lemon is an inexpensive, easily available 
toothache, it can assist in getting rid of the reading, it is a juice you can drink every day. citrus fruit, popular for its culinary and 
pain. The massages of lemon juice on gums No need to add other fruit and vegetables to medicinal uses. It is used to prepare a variety 
can stop gum bleeding. It gives relief from bad carrot juice, it is potent all by itself. Most of food recipes such as lemon cakes, lemon 
smell and other problems related to gums. juicing recipes use carrots for sweetness, but chicken and beverages like lemonade and 
Ÿ Cures Throat Infections it is more to it than adding it to juice recipes for lemon-flavored drinks. It is also used for 
Lemon is an excellent fruit that aids in fighting sweetness.The carrot juice molecule is like garnishing. Lemon juice consists of about 5% 
problems related to throat infections, sore the blood molecule. Maybe this is one of the citric acid that gives a tarty taste to lemon. 
throat and tonsillitis as it has an antibacterial main reasons why carrot juice is so beneficial 
property. For sore throat, dilute one-half for the body.
lemon juice with one-half water and gargle Here are 8 benefits of carrot juice:
frequently. 1. Helps in improving and maintaining the 
Ÿ Good for Weight Loss bone structure of the teeth
One of the major health benefits of drinking 2. Helps nursing mothers enhance milk 
lemon water is that it paves way for losing quality
weight faster, thus acting as a great weight 3. Natural solvent of ulcerous and cancerous 
loss remedy. If a person takes lemon juice conditions
mixed with lukewarm water and honey, it can 4. Helps prevent infections of the eyes and 
reduce the body weight as well. throat, as well as tonsils and sinuses and the 
Ÿ Controls High Blood Pressure respiratory organs
Lemon water works wonders for people aving 5. Nourishes the entire system
heart problem, owing to its high potassium 6. Helps normalize weight as well as chemical 

Lemon is a rich source of vitamin C. It also content. It controls high blood pressure, balance in the body
contains vitamins like vitamin B, riboflavin and dizziness, nausea as well as provides 7. Nourishes the optic system
minerals l ike calcium, phosphorus, relaxation to mind and body. It also reduces 
magnesium as well as proteins and mental stress and depression. How Many Eggs Should You Eat Per carbohydrates. Lemon is general ly Ÿ Assist in curing Respiratory Disorders

Week?consumed in the form of lemon juice or lemon Lemon water assists in curing respiratory 
water. Lemon water makes a healthy drink, We all know that eggs have a lot of roblems, along with breathing problems and 
especially when taken in the morning. Daily cholesterol. And cholesterol can cause heart revives a person suffering from asthma.
consumption of lemon water provides a disease. But eggs are also a good source of Ÿ Good for treating Rheumatism
number of health benefits like: protein. They're easy to make and delicious. Lemon is also a diuretic and hence lemon ater 
Ÿ Good for stomach can treat rheumatism and arthritis. It helps to 
Lemon can help relieve many digestion flush out bacteria and toxins out of the body.
roblems when mixed with hot water. These Ÿ Reduces Fever
include nausea, heartburn and parasites. Due Lemon water can treat a person who 
to the digestive qualities of lemon juice, ssuffering from cold, flu or fever. It helps to 
symptoms of indigestion such as heartburn, break fever by increasing perspiration.
bloating and belching are relieved. By Ÿ Acts as a blood purifier
drinking lemon juice regularly, the bowels are The diseases like cholera or malaria can be 
aided in eliminating waste more efficiently. treated with lemon water as it can act as a 
Lemon acts as a blood purifier and as a blood purifier.
cleansing agent. The intake of lemon juice 
can cure constipation. It is even known to help 

The King of Juices – Carrot Juice~relieve hiccups when consumed as a juice. 
So how many are too many?Dieticians have Carrot juice is the richest source of vitamin A. Lemon juice acts as a liver tonic and helps you 
eased up on eggs. They used to tell people The body can easily assimilate this type of digest your food by helping your liver produce 
with heart disease not to eat more than two more bile. It decreases the amount of phlegm 
per week, but now, up to four are allowed. If produced by your body. It is also thought to 
you don't have high cholesterol, diabetes, or help dissolve gallstones.
another heart condition, you can eat up to six, Ÿ Excellent for Skin Care
according to Cleveland Clinic dietician Julia Lemon, being a natural antiseptic edicine, can 
Zumpano, RD.One large egg has about 186 participate to cure problems related to skin. 
mg of cholesterol. That's almost the total daily Lemon is a vitamin C rich citrus fruit that 
maximum for someone with heart disease. So enhances your beauty, by rejuvenating skin 
on days you eat an egg or two, try to cut down from within and thus bringing a glow on your 
on other sources of cholesterol like red meat, face. Daily consumption of lemon water can 
cheese, and butter. The way you prepare make a huge difference in the appearance of 
t h e m  i s  a l s o  i m p o r t a n t . Z u m p a n o  your skin. It acts as an anti-aging remedy and 
recommends drier or oil-free cooking can remove wrinkles and blackheads. Lemon 
methods -- poaching, boiling, or pan frying water if applied on the areas of burns can fade 

vitamin A. Carrot juice not only has a rich with a cooking spray. And remember, all the the scars. As lemon is a cooling agent, it 
source of vitamin A, but this juice has a good cholesterol is in the yolk so you can eat as reduces the burning sensation on the skin.
supply of vitamins B, C, D, E, G, and K. many egg whites as you want!Ÿ Aids in Dental Care
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dismissing Australia batsman James Tiger Woods wins at Bay Hill to reclaim 
Pattinson, repeatedly gestured towards the 

world No. 1 spot p a v i l i o n  w h i l e  i n  h i s  f o l l o w  
ORLANDO (Florida): Tiger Woods reclaimed through.Commenting on his decision, 
the world number one ranking for the first time Madugalle said: “Ishant’s reaction after 
since October 2010 with a closing round of d i s m i s s i n g  J a m e s  P a t t i n s o n  w a s  
two-under 70 to capture the PGA Tour's inappropriate and clearly in breach of the 
Arnold Palmer Invitational on Monday.With Code. I’m sure Ishant will learn from this 
his eighth Bay Hill course triumph, 37-year- incident and ensure such actions would not 
old Woods replaced Northern Ireland'sRory be repeated in the future.”On-field umpires 

Aleem Dar and Richard Kettleborough, third 
umpire S.Ravi and fourth umpire Anil 
Chowdhary brought the charge.All Level 1 
breaches for this offence carry a penalty of a 
warning/reprimand and/or the imposition of a 
fine up to 50 per cent of the applicable match 
fee. As with other breaches at this level, the Vinci for a place in the semifinals.In the men's 
ICC match referee’s decision is final and doubles second round, unseeded Bopanna 
binding. (PPI)and Ram were knocked out by formidable 

second-seeded pair of Marcel Granollers and 
Scolari defends Chelsea recordMarc Lopez 6-4, 7-6(5). Somdev Devvarman 

was floored by world number one Novak LONDON: Brazil coach Luiz Felipe Scolari 
Djokovic in the men's singles while Leander marked his return to Chelsea by insisting 
Paes and Mahesh Bhupathi had exited from Roman Abramovich should have given him 
the doubles after suffering second-round 
defeats with 

McIlroy atop the rankings and set the seal on Ishant Sharma fined for breaching ICC’s 
an extraordinary comeback after a 

Code of Conductspectacular fal l  from personal and 
DUBAI: Indian fast bowler Ishant Sharma has professional grace."I play well here," said 
been fined 15 per cent of his match fee for Woods, who earned $1.08 million in prize 
breaching the ICC Code of Conduct during money after a closing round of two-under 70. 
the third day’s play in the fourth and last Test "That is about as simple as it gets. It is a by-
against Australia in Delhi on Sunday.Sharma product of hard work and patience."It took an 
admitted to the charge and accepted the extra day, but Woods out-dueled fellow 
sanction imposed by ICC Match Referee American Rickie Fowler down the stretch, 
Ranjan Madugalle without the need to winning the $6.2 million event by two 

strokes.Woods has won 14 majors in his 
career and had previously spent a record 623 
weeks on top of the world.But he has not led 
the rankings for nearly three years, after 
injuries and an infamous scandal saw him more time to mark an impact at Stamford 
stumble. Woods fell to his lowest rank on Bridge.At the time of Scolari’s dismissal in 
November 11, 2011 when he dropped to 58th February 2009, Chelsea were fourth in the 
in the world.His woes began in 2009 when a Premier League and still in both the FA Cup 
US tabloid aired claims he had had an affair and Champions League. That wasn’t deemed 
with a nightclub manageress. Two days later, good enough by Chelsea owner Abramovich, 
amid speculation about his marriage, he was who axed the coach.Scolari feels his Chelsea 
slightly injured when he crashed his car near reign has since been wrongly written off as a 
his home. failure and he tried to put a more positive spin 

on it at the pre-match press conference 
before Monday’s friendly.“I believe my time at Sania-Bethanie in quarters, Bopanna-
Chelsea was not as bad as people have been 

Ram out of Miami event talking about,” Scolari said.
MIAMI: Sania Mirza kept the Indian convene a disciplinary hearing.Through his “The numbers show that, the games we won. I 
hopesalive by progressing to the women's admission, Sharma was found to have don’t think it was that bad.” Asked whether he 
doubles quarterfinals even as country's breached Level 1 Article 2.1.6 of the ICC was given enough time, Scolari added: “I 
challenge ended in the men's doubles with Code of Conduct for Players and Player don’t think so but it was a decision from the 
the defeat of Rohan Bopanna and his partner Support Personnel (the “Code”), which management.“Everywhere I work I am just a 
Rajeev Ram in the second round of ATP-WTA relates to pointing or gesturing towards the member of staff and if somebody thinks I am 
Sony Open. Sania and her American partner pavilion by a bowler or a fielder upon the not doing a good job, they can sack me. That 
Bethanie Mattek-Sands overcame a fighting dismissal of a batsman during an international happens everywhere. I accept that. I did enjoy 
pair of Jarmila Gajdosova and Sabine Lisicki match.The incident happened on the fourth my time here at Chelsea and I was happy 
6-1, 3-6, 10-7 in the second round. They will ball of the 45th over when Sharma, after while I was here. ”
now fight it out with Sara Errani andRoberta 
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 Capricorn   
 December 22 - January 19

Your life may seem to be at 
a crossroads, Capricorn. A 
n u m b e r  o f  d i f f e r e n t  
possibi l i t ies could be 
opening up to you. The only 

thing that seems certain now is that changes 
are on the horizon.

Aquarius 
 January 20 - February 18

Others' attitudes toward 
you may seem to be 
changing. You may not be 
sure what this means. The 
fact is,Aquarius,you're 

changing, and some of your friends may like 
what you're becoming and others may feel less

Pisces   
 February 19 - March 20

A number of different and 
unexpected professional 
and personal possibilities 
might have you a bit 
confused about which way 

you want to go, Pisces. You may face a choice 
of some kind.

Scorpio   
 October 23 - November 21

Travel plans might have you 
confused,Scorpio. You may 
h a v e  a  n u m b e r  o f  
possibilities in mind.It 
probably isn't feasible to go 

for them all. You may also face decisions 
regarding your education.

Libra 
September 23 - October 22

A letter or call from a relative 
could result in the prospect 
o f  a n  u n e x p e c t e d  
houseguest. You might be 
in a quandary as to what to 

do about it, Libra. Your schedule could be 
crammed with other responsibilities.

Cancer 
June 21 - July 22

Dare to be different on 
Tuesday. It's OK to dance to 
your own rhythm! Your 
emotions may hit fever pitch 
on Wednesday. Try not to 

sweat the small stuff. Issues could arise on the 
job when the Sun conjuncts Uranus.

Leo 
July 23 - August 22

You might be feeling 
somewhat  under  the  
weather,  Leo.  You ' re  
probably stressed and in 
need of rest. Work concerns 

could also be confusing. You might have a lot 
of tasks to do and not be certain where to start.

Virgo 
August 23 - September 22 

Recent successes have 
you feeling especially 
pressured to continue on 
your path, Virgo. You may 
have to make some choices 

regarding your activities outside of career and 
family.. Your mind is a bit befuddled.

Gemini   
May 21 - June 20

Home repairs could be at 
the top of your agenda on 
Monday. Consider asking a 
loved one to pitch in. A 
colleague will have a 

hidden agenda on Tuesday. Look beneath the 
surface when dealing with your associate.

Sagittarius  
 November 22 - December 21

New earning or investment 
possibilities could have you 
in a quandary over which 
one is the best for you, 
Sagittarius.There are a 

number of solutions.may be one of them.but 
this isn't the time to make any decisions.

Taurus     
April 20 - May 20

A loved one could be in a 
grumpy mood on Monday. 
Wait until this person is 
f r iend l ie r  be fore  you 
discuss issues. Take care of 

your personal well-being when the Full Moon 
occurs in your health zone on Wednesday.

Aries  
March 21 - April 19

Confusion may surround 
you at work on Monday. 
Strive to stay on top of your 
game. Your assertive side 
will be on display when 

Mars in Aries squares Pluto on Tuesday. Don't 
become so aggressive that you alienate others

Horoscope

(4,690ft) up the Zhangjiajie Tianmen Glass walkway in China - mountain. The translucent floor guarantees 
the tourists some unforgettable sightseeing 

the Walk of Faith. experiences.The mountain is very popular 
with tourists and is located in the Tianmen 
Mountain National Forest Park, five miles I get vertigo just looking at it, but if you have 
south of Zhangjiajie Village in the Hunan nerves of steel, then you should definitely try 
province.out this newly built glass walkway in China, 
Would you like to take the walk of faith?called the Walk of Faith.

I hope the glass is as thick as the 
Popemobile’s because this Glass Plank 
Road has been added 1,430 metres 
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